
 

EXHIBIT 500 - INDEX  

 

001- 003: title pages. 

004: Inquisitor table of contents. 

Chronology of treatment 

Admission to East Arkansas Regional Mental Health Center 05/07/92 

Arkansas disability determination records 

Admission to St. Vincent’s hospital and medical center. 09/02/92 

Admission to Charter Hospital of Little Rock. 

005: Inquisitor Title page for Chronology of Treatment.  

006: Chronology of Treatment 

007-010: Brief description of dates and circumstances of referrals, Disability determination and 

sessions whilst at institutions. (By Shettles) 

 

011: Inquisitor Title page for section concerning Admission to East Arkansas Mental regional 

Mental health center 05/07/92 

012-017: Communication –re Shettles and East Arkansas Mental health center. (Release of 

documents) 

018: Referral letter regarding family to EARMC 

019- 020: Mental health referral form attached to above letter (About Jack’s abuse of Michelle 

and Pam’s thoughts on Damien.) 

“smarter than everyone else” and will verbalize this fact. He also reportedly has little regard for 

others and stated he feels people have no true feeling for each other; Their main purpose is to use 

and bring harm to others around them.  

021: referral form re Damien.  

022-023: copies of referral letters 

024: copy of referral form. 

025-026: Form 

027: Poem by Damien: 

I rule this inferno enthroned for eternity.. 

Sprits damned to rot amidst the brimstone fireballs. Eyes of the Dead watching from their living 

walls. Broken glass reflections show your flesh eaten away. Beyond the gates I’ll take you where 

the blood forever reigns. 

028-029: Intake data sheet- Damien. 6/1/92 referral by driver, suicidal at detention center in 

Jonesboro. Suicide pact with Deanna. 

Admits to having been suspended ? this past semester for inciting fights at school, starting small 

fires, cussing. States in one fight he almost gouged out the victim’s eyes. Denies feeling violent – 

sees it as release – “Sometimes I have to do this not because of being angry – sometimes I’m 

confused.” 



Admits to substance abuse. 

States he has one friend “a friend is one who would die for you—everyone is only interested 

themselves and what they want.” 

030-033: Payment for treatment forms. 

034: Termination form (7/24/92): referred to Charter- Little Rock  

035-036: Printed form (hard to read) lists Damien’s details/ billing details and diagnosis. 

037: Referral form – re to charter 

 

038: Intake report (7/24/92): 

Nails are clean + filed to points 

Question of Satanic involvement. 

039: Intake report (cont) 

040: form- reopening of case. (12/16/92) ? 

041: Mental Status Assessment (1/5/93) –with Domini now. Sherry Dockins. 

Describes self as feeling “neutral/nothing” most of the time. Denies current suicidal/homicidal 

ideation- Reports history of self mutilation – cutting self with knives/? Last time was 3 months 

ago. 

..that he tends to “trance out” when by himself he has done this since the 5th grade. 

042: Mental Status Assessment (cont)  

Reports he thinks a lot about life after death – “I want to go where the monsters go.”…. 

Reports history of alcohol/drug usage- coke, acid, pot, alcohol….. 

Reports being harassed by local authorities as “they think I’m a Satanic leader.”…. 

Denies cult involvement….interested in witchcraft for past 8 years. He has tried (?) t steal energy 

from someone else and influence other minds with witchcraft. States that he was able to do these 

things.  

Describes self as “pretty much hate the human race” relates that he feels people are in two 

classes – Sheep and wolves (wolves eat the sheep) 

043: Supervision and Utilization case reviews Form (1/8/93) Sherry Dockins 

044: Letter for release of files to Charter from Sherry Dockins. 

045-047: Forms -Authorisation of above letter from Damien. 

048: Individual Progress Note (1/13/93) 

Damien reports one of his biggest problems that he would like to work on is being able to forgive 

others. When questioned about this he reports that he is very angry with family members and 

with other people that have “let him down”. He wants t be normal but feels that he has never 

been normal…. 

He discussed issues of power and control. He states that he could make things happen. He 

believes very much in magic. Damien stated “I don’t believe anything until it’s proven.”  

(the arm numbing trance thing) 

049: Individual Progress Note (1/13/93) (cont) 

050: Individual Progress Note (1/19/93) 



“Mom told me to apply for disability – what do you think?” 

Reveals a history of abuse as he talked of how he was treated as a child. 

Denies that this has influenced him stating “I just put it all inside” Describes this as more than 

just anger – like rage. Sometimes he does “blow up”.  

Relates that when this happens the only solution is to “hurt someone”. 

Damien reports being told at the hospital that he could be another “Charles Manson or Ted 

Bundy”  

When questioned on his feelings he states, “I know I’m going to influence the world – people 

will remember me”. 

 

 

051: Individual Progress Note (1/20/93) 

He’s had three psychiatric hospitalizations. Each has been associated with anger, thoughts of 

killing others and thoughts of killing himself. He’s not currently suicidal or homicidal.  

052: Individual Progress Note (1/25/93) 

The theme of this poem centered around death and power. 

Damien explained that he obtains his power by drinking blood of others. He typically drinks the 

blood of a sexual partner or of a ruling partner. This is achieved by biting or cutting. He states “it 

makes me feel like a god.” Damien describes drinking blood as giving him more power and 

strength. He remembers doing this as far back as 10…. 

He wants very much to be all powerful. 

Damien relates that a spirit is now living with him. The spirit was put inside him last year. He 

indicates that a month ago the spirit decided to become part of him and he to become part of the 

spirit. This is reportedly a spirit of a woman who was killed by her husband. When questioned 

about how he feels with this spirit or what the difference is, Damien is able to relate that he feels 

stronger and more powerful with this spirit. He has not seen the spirit but does hear the spirit. In 

addition, he also reports conversations with demons and other spirits. This is achieved through 

rituals. He denies that he is satanic, seeing himself more as being involved in demonology.  

053: Individual Progress Report (1/25/93) (cont) 

054: Individual Progress report (2/5/93) 

The name domini is cut into his arm 

Relates feeling very angry yesterday when running into previous girlfriend- “I controlled it – I 

can do anything.” 

055: Diagnostic Change of Status form. (2/11/93) 

Depressive disorder  

Other specified circumstances 

056: Individual Treatment Plan 

057: Disability determination request for records letter from Social Security 2/12/93 

058: Disability determination 2nd request for records letter from Social Security 2/26/93 

059: Letter from Sherry Dockins to Social Security 3/5/93 



060: Letter from Sherry Dockins to Social Security 3/9/93 

061: (bad copy) Physician’s progress report 

Seems to enjoy people being concerned about him 

Imprimine.  

062: EARMHC Medication Record 

Imprimine 

063-064: Client information sheet (5/6/93) 

 

 

065: Inquisitor Title page: Arkansas disability determination records. 

066: Shettles letter requesting info from above. (7/6/93) 

067-069: Authorisation forms concerning above. 

070-072: Forms concerning Disability Determination. 

073: Copy of no.060 

074: Copy of no.048 

075: Copy of no.049 

076: Copy of no.050 

077: Copy of no.051 

078: Copy of no.052 

079: Copy of no.053 

080: Copy of no.054 

081: Copy of no 055 

082: Discharge Summary- Charter Hospital Little Rock (9/28/02) 

Includes history of arrest, charges of sexual misconduct, sacrifice of baby, sucking blood of other 

inmate whilst at Craighead detention center, eat father. 

On his time at craighead: the other peers were afraid of him. Damien denies that he rubbed the 

blood all over his face. 

083: Discharge Summary (cont) 

His effect was extremely flat. 

He did admit to sucking blood out of the peer’s neck. He related that the peer had hurt his neck, 

and he subsequently sucked the blood. 

He denied false perceptions including illusions, depersonalization, distortion of bdy images, and 

ideas of reference. There was no evidence of auditory or visual hallucinations. There was no 

evidence of delusions. 

He exhibits extremely poor judgement and has absolutely no insight into his illness. 

084: Discharge Summary (cont) 

He was started on his Imipramine 50 mg, 1 tablet, p.o., q.h.s. he was taking that medication prior 

to admission. While in the hosipital, Impramine was increased to 100mg, 1 tablet, p.o., q.h.s. 

His problems included bizarre and unusual behaviour. 

He did not demonstrate bizarre and unusual behaviour with exception on one occasion, he did 



bite a male peer; however this was in a fight type manner. 

He was not considered a danger to others at the time of his.. (cont on 085) 

085: Discharge Summary (cont) 

discharge. 

086: Admission to Charter – Psychiatric evaluation. (9/14/92) 

Includes same info as in discharge summary no. 082. but has diff section at end. 

PAST PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY 

1. Charter Hospital 

2. St. Vincent’s Hospital Oregon 

087: Admission to Charter (cont) –info found in discharge notes too. 

088: Admission to Charter (cont) 

JUSTIFICATION FOR ADMISSION 

1. Bizarre and unusual behaviour (blood sucking) 

2. Depressed mood. 

3. Threatening others. 

089: Admission to Charter (cont) 

090: Charter report (part of admission?): History and Physical 

He has required n medicines for his asthma for the last two years. He says he has had borderline 

hypertension but takes no medicine for this. He has migraines by history but currently takes no 

medicine. He has a history of “palpitations”, and these are asymptomatic and require no 

medications as well. 

091: Charter report: History and Physical (cont) 

092: Discharge Summary Charter (6/25/92) 

About Jonesboro detention center.  

Reportedly, Damien and his girlfriend were going to have a baby and then sacrifice the child. 

Damien denied this type of behavior. There was also a question of his involvement with 

Satanism. Damien, however, indicated that he was not involved with Satanism, but witchcraft. 

Supposedly, Damien chased a younger child with an ax and attempted to set a house on fire. He 

denied this behaviour. He reported that his girlfriend’s family reported this so that they could get 

him in trouble. He was also accused of beating a peer up at school…. 

He said prior to admission he did attempt t enucleate a peer’s eye at school. He was suspended 

subsequently from school. He was suspended on seven different occasions during that school 

year. He related that he was suspended on one occasion, because he set a fire in his science 

classroom and also would walk off on campus on several occasions. …. He has been accused of 

terroristic threatening. 

093: Discharge Summary (cont) 

Staff was quite concerned as they noticed that he was meditating in his room in a bizarre and 

unusual fashion. He also drew numerous pictures of witchcraft type symbols. He also wrote 

unusual poems. 

094: Discharge Summary (cont) 



095: Confidential Psychological Report (6/8/92) 

096: Confidential Psychological Report (cont) 

He appears to have a rather distorted view of himself and life. 

097: Confidential Psychological Report (cont) 

098: Confidential Psychological Report (cont) 

099: Confidential Psychological Report (cont) 

100: Confidential Psychological Report (cont) 

101: Confidential Psychological Report (cont) 

(1) Depressive disorder 

(2) Bipolar disorder 

102: St. Vincent Hospital & Medical Center Medical Record Report (09/04/92) 

History, Physical Exam and discharge summary. 

Admitted………..through the Emergency room because of the alleged threat to the parents. 

103: Above cont 

His efforts at self harm may be seen more as a manipulation to escape responsibility for a wide 

variery of behaviours which have got him into difficulty with the law. 

 

104: St. Vincent Emergency Room Report (9/2/92) 

He apparently has ahd thoughts of harming himself by his report tto family members, even 

though he denies that. He has talked about drinking lye or some type of bleach that would kill 

himself, he has also tld his sister that he won’t be around much longer. The parents are 

concerned that he is also into Satanism or devil worship.  

The patient denies suicidal or homicidal ideation at this time, however, in talking with family 

members, they state that he made it quite clear that he had thoughts of harming other people, i.e. 

was going to cut the throat of his mother and has said so in the past and also apparently made 

some verbal threats to his father here at St. Vincent Hospital even. 

105: Above cont. 

Father state that he apparently has sniffed propane, glue, gasoline and almost every ther drug that 

is possible, but he denies that, especially over the last four months. 

106: St. Vincent Hospital – Dept of psych nursing admission 9/1/92 

Handwritten. 

107: above cont 

108: DDS Form 

109: DDS Form 

110: DDS Form 

I have to go to the mental health center once a week 

111: DDS Form/Interview..response written by Damien. 

Some of Damien’s responses: 

Having nightmares 

No, he hates me (ref to stepfather) 



I am a sociopath. 

112: DDS Form (cont) 

113: DDS Form (cont) 

114: DDS Form (cont) 

115: DDS Form (cont) 

116: DDS Form (cont) 

117: DDS Form- Vocational report 

Lists Damien’s work exp. 

118: Above cont 

119: Above cont 

120: Above cont 

121: Above cont 

122: Above cont 

123: DDS Disability report- Form 

124: DDS- Info about your medical records- Form 

125: Above cont 

126: Above cont 

127: DDS Info about education – Form 

128: DDS- inf about work – form 

129: DDS form 

130: DDS Interviewers summation of interview 

131: DDS form 

 

132: Inquisitor Title Page: Admission t St. Vincent’s hospital and Medical center (09/02/92) 

133: Inquisitor request for records letter 

134: Letter from St.Vincent’s to Glori Shettles – enclosed reports. 

135: Above cont- billing info 

136: St. Vincent’s Diagnosis summary 

Short. 

137: St. Vincent’s Admission Report (9/2/92) 

138: Above cont 

139: Medical record Report 

140: Medical record Report (cont) 

141: above cont? 

142: Copy of no.104 

143: Above cont 

144: Copy of no.106 

145: Physician’s Progress Record: Social Work Note 

Brought to ER by mother and natural father because pt has been ? depressed & has been making 

statements daily that he was going to kill himself or others.  



Dad says that Damien has been sniffing gasoline & that at dinner table tonight he talks about 

drinking a bottle of bleach… 

Pt told sister that he would be killing himself in the next 3 days, & has made threats to kill 

himself by hanging w/bed sheet or tying socks together and told grandmother today that he 

would cut his mother’s throat. 

146: Physician’s Progress Record: Patient Care Conference/Nursing Treatment Plan  

(9/2/92) 

Basic outline of all people Damien will see whilst at St. Vincent’s. 

Plus (handwritten at bottom): Parents visited in ? he stated visit did not go well, he was tearful 

and would not discuss visit other than to say, “I no longer have parents.” Other staff overheard 

him begging them to take him home. (unreadable)…. They refused. He cont. to deny suicide 

ideation but appeared depressed & would not ? further. He did not attend ? & should be 

encouraged ? ? treatment. 

147: Physicians Progress Record: Testing 9/2/92 

Includes reading, maths, language, written sample, science. 

148: Physicians Progress Record: (continued physician progress note- late entry) (9/2/92) 

He appears to be an individual who passively provokes anxiety in others including actual petty 

criminal behaviour, now mixed up with suicidal threats entitling him to psychiatric treatment. 

He is not sucidal, but rather is in disagreement about living in Oregon and on this basis pines for 

Arkansas and his friends. 

Handwritten: “I’m the only person who stands up to my Dad. My Mom just cries but I don’t 

stand for him pushing me around. I don’t want anything to do [with] either one of them. I just 

want to be on my own from here on out. I’m not suicidal, that’s their way of trying t keep me in a 

hospital & away from my friends & girlfriend.”…. 

His plan is to cash his last pay check & return to Arkansas by bus where he states friends family 

have agreed to let him live [with] them. He plans to contact local probation. 

149: Physicians Progress Record: (continued physician progress note) (9/4/92) 

His return to Arkansas will be facilitated and his discharge will be conditional upon proper 

arrangements made by the probation officer in Washington County connecting with the 

probation officer in his home in Arkansas. 

Nursing Progress note: 

Problem #2: Discharge Planning. 

Patient is scheduald to be discharged today between 3 and 4.00pm., at which time his mther will 

be in to pick him up….. The mother was notified by phne that Damien could be discharged 

today, and she will make arrangements with the bus ticket and make arrangements with Arkansas 

authorities. 

150: Physician’s Progress Record: Social Service Assessment- Initial (9/4/92) 

Assessment with Pam and Joe- not Damien. 

Briefly, Pam stated that she has had difficulty with Damien since he was 10 years old. He always 

tended to be an angry child and somewhat difficult to manage, particularly through his 



adolescent years. She is convinced that he is into activities, such as witchcraft and is very 

concerned about the quality of friends that he developed while living in Arkansas. For this 

reason, she felt coming to Oregn would be a new beginning for him…. 

Because of the circumstances that precipitated the hospitalization and Damien’s threats, 

particulary towards his father and of course his mother, both parents do not feel that they wish to 

have him return to their home. They are frightened of him and what he can do, not only to them 

but to other children that reside in the home (2 others) 

Damien does not want to remain in Oregon. He wishes to return to Arkansas 

151–155 : MMPI Scoring Program- test. 9/2/92 

156-157: Physician’s Order Record (9/1/92) 

158: Medication Record. 

159: Graphic Chart 

160: Blank page 

161: Admission Form stating clothes and jewellery worn. (9/1/92) 

162: Emergency dept triage and nursing care record (9/1/92) 

163-165: Patient Database- Young Adult Program, Question sheet. 

Damien ticks applicable emotions and answers questions. 

Cold and not very emotional 

A leader 

Bored easily 

Quick tempered 

Feel depressed. 

Also answers questions about parents. (mother is loving, father is stupid yet warm and 

affectionate.) 

166: Blank page 

167: repeat of 163 

168: continuance of above question sheet 

Q.List any street drugs, such as marijuana, cocaine, speed that you have used, frequency, how 

much 

A.Marijuana, speed, acid, gas 

 

169: Inquisitor Title Page: Admission to Charter Hospital of Little Rock (06/01/92) 

170: Charter Hospital Summary Index 

6-1-92 Admitted to inpatient status. 

6-19-92 Out on pass 

6-21-92 Return from pass 

6-25-92 Discharged. 

171: Copy of no.092 

172: Copy of no.093 

173. Copy of no.094 



174: Discharge Form- billing. 

175: Arkansas Dept of Human Services –certification of need 

Damien was reportedly involved in witchcraft and Satanism. Damien has demonstrated 

intermittent explosive behaviour (attempted to enucleate a peer)  

Reason for Emergency Admission: 

1. Fire-Setting behaviour by history. 

2. Potential danger to property 

3. Excessive irritability and anger that is potentially dangerous and persistant 

4. Involvement in bizarre &unusual behavior. 

176: Form- change from Mid South to Charter. (6/1/92) 

Don’t want to send to mid-south – girlfriend is there now –wants to change court order to 

charter. 

Caller information – Jerry Driver 

177: Form billing 

178: Adolescent Services Clinical Assessment Form 

(Handwritten all over form) 

Wet toilet paper roll threw it against a light bulb it exploded started a fire rolled (?) himself in a 

blanket and ?.......was bored. 

Verbal threats to others: to kill people when he gets upset. 

Rebellious/defies family authority: suspended 7 times  

179: Form- voluntary admission. 

180: Form–admission agreement 

181: Form-Advance directive acknowledgment. 

182: Form-Family Confidentiality Statement 

183: Form- Consent to participate in Human Sexuality Group 

184: Form- Consent to Group Videotape 

185: Form- Adventure Ropes Course consent 

186: Admission Psychiatric Evaluation (6/2/92) 

Damien presented for admission accompanied by his probation officer. He was described as 

having suicidal ideation for two weeks prior to admission. He indicated that he ran away with his 

girlfriend because her parents forbade her t see him anymore…… 

Damien admits to a history of violence 

186-189 Admission Psychiatric Evaluation 6/2/92 - CHoLR 

-suicidal ideation, "history of extreme physical aggression toward others" 

-"Supposedly, Damien chased a younger child with an ax and attempted to set a house on fire. 

He denies this behavior." 

 



190-191 History and Physical - CHoLR 6/2/92 

192-198 Psychological Report 6/8/92 by Lewis Bracy 

199-209 MMPI report 6/92 

210-217 MAPI report 6/92 

"characterized by impulsive hostility, an apprehensive mistrust of others and an edgy 

defensiveness against criticism. Fearing that others will dominate and possibly brutalize him, he 

puts forward a socially blunt and aggressive public posture. He fantasizes being all powerful so 

as to block others from possessing the means to be belittling and harmful. He believes that only 

alert vigilance and vigorous counter=action can prevent the malice of others. ... The desire to 

gain power and demean others springs from animosity and a wish to vindicate past grievances. 

Although frequently unsuccessful in these aims, this teenager believes that past degradations 

may be undone by provoking fear and intimidation in others." 

218-229 Nursing Assessment 6/1/92 

230-231 Adolescent Developmental History - CHoLR 

232-238 Psychological Assessment - CHoLR 6/2/92 

- "I have no feelings about suicide. I know that I can be reincarnated. I'm not afraid." 

- burning himself with lighters 

- Damien set fire to classroom twice; threatened to put "hexes" on teachers 

- Sniffing air, cutting eyes, possibly responding to hallucinations 

- During arrest, "Damien states that he was able to work his fingers loose, moved over and was 

able to slip the safety off of the police officer's gun which had been left in the police vehicle. 

Damien freely admitted that he had plans to shoot the girlfriend's father if he acted in an 

aggressive manner toward the girl." 

239-240 Family questionnaire - CHoLR - Pam Echols 

241-256 CHoLR forms 

257-275 Treatment plan 6/92 

- Trying to suck blood off peers who have scratched themselves. 

- flat affect, sullen, withdrawn 

- possibly responding to hallucinations 



276-277 Nursing Discharge - CHoLR 6/25/92 

278-288 Physician's Progress Notes (daily notes) 6/92 

"his affect is inappropriate. He has trouble making eye contact. He is quite paranoid. He has been 

drawing symbols." 

289-309 Physician's Progress Notes (diff handwriting) 6/92 

- believes surveillance cameras behind his mirror and under his desk in his room, cautioned peers 

that staff are constantly watching them. 

- Flat, monotone, glassy look. Continues to look away, may be responding to voices heard 

within. 

- drawing witchcraft symbols, making cat purr noise 

- Pam Echols concerned about son "not learning to deal w anger and rages", worried her son 

responding to outside stimulation. Voiced fear "son may be crazy." 

- extremely flat affect mentioned repeatedly 

310-312 Physician's Orders CHoLR 

313-318 Routine Medication CHoLR 

319-320 Therapeutic Leave notes CHoLR 6/19-21/92 

321-339 CHoLR forms 

===== 

June CHoLR stay done // Sep stay begins 

===== 

340 Inquisitor Inc cover sheet 

341-342 TRIMS Hospital Form 9/10/92 

-Presenting problems: "Homicidal" and "Psychoses" checked off 

-Notes: "??ed him down to the ground, sucked the blood from the arm, rubbed it over his face 

and body, and say he is a blood sucking vampire." 

- "past 72 hours { says he is going to eat father and that he needs to be locked up or he will hurt 

someone. Also grabbed another person and tried to suck their blood. 



- Jerry Driver listed as Referral 

343 Info form 

344 AK Dept of Human Services - Medicaid 

-blood sucking & smearing, threatening to eat father 

345 Adjudication Order - 9/14/92 

- violation of probation by threatening the life of his mother and father and refusing to obey their 

lawful commands 

346-348 Change in Custody Order 9/14/92 

Damien custody transferred to Patricia Ann Liggett (aunt) 

349-356 Admission forms for CHoLR 9/14/92 

357-367 Assessment CHoLR 9/16/92 

"Presently in detention in Jonesboro, picked up for violation of probation, threatened to slit 

parents' throat and eat them alive. Transferred to Crittenden, one of the kids at the detention hall 

cut his wrists, Damien grabbed his arm and began to the suck the blood, smeared it over his body 

and said he's a devil worshipping vampire. Says he's not a vampire but a witch. He is in isolation 

and suicide watch." 

-Delusions: says he's going to be married in 3 days but doesn't know who he will 

-Violence in family: was staying w Mom & Dad in Oregon; Dad threatened to hit him & he 

threatened to kill dad 

-Inpatient history - St. Vincent Hospital in Oregon weekend of Aug 12, early Sept 

-sexual history 

-more on threats to slash both parents throats, eat them alive 

-runaway incident: threats to kill officer, threat to kill gf dad 

-"could be a danger to others" 

368-371 Psych Eval 9/15/92 

372-373 History and Physical 9/14/92 

374-75 Psychosocial Assessment Update 9/15/92 



- white witch, devil worshipping 

- threats to kill police officer and girlfriend's father 

- "Damien's behaviors have become frightening to some of the community members in the 

Jonesboro area." 

- in Oregon "at several times had threatened to kill his father"; "Damien returned to the home and 

made advances on the father. The father felt threatened and was concerned for his welfare as 

well as his wife's and other child in the home. Damien was moved to the detention center in the 

Oregon area. While in the detention center, Damien witnessed a co-patient slashing his wrist. 

Damien is reported to have knocked the co-patient to the ground and began to suck the young 

man's blood." 

-"Damien has made several statements indicating that he has a desire to harm others. Primary 

targets of his aggression to include authority figures." 

- During this assessment, Damien "readily answered questions concerning his religious beliefs 

and the fact that he believes that he is a vampire and does worship the devil. It was the social 

worker's opinion that Damien was not disclosing information for the purposes of schock, that he 

was simply disclosing what he currently is believing. ... However, his behaviors could best be 

described as odd and bizarre. Damien smiled at inappropriate times. He cut his eyes back and 

forth as if he was responding to external stimulation. He seemed to be giggling at something that 

he was saying or a private joke that was unknown to this social worker." 

377-383 reprint of June assessment 

384-402 medical, nutrition, educational, etc 

-growling noises to scare the other students 

-Objective = "patient will be able to distinguish reality as demonstrated by ability to 

appropriately respond to environment stimuli" 

403-416 Treatment plan 9/92 various forms 

412: "could be danger to others" 

417-424 Physician's Progress Notes (9/15-9/28) 

425-436 Progress Notes (9/15-9/28) 

- stated he had attempted suicide before and 'was not worried about trying again because I know 

I can come back." 

- peers complaining of Damien making growling sounds at them 



- continuing to make bizarre sounds around peers; continuous talk of Satanism to peers 

- continues laughing strangely and getting peers to feed into his satanism 

-lots more references to flat affect, withdrawn, daydreaming & staring off 

437 Physicians Orders 

- "Axis I Psychotic Disorder NOS" ["Not Otherwise Specified"] 

440-444 Routine Medication 

- all five pages list "Diagnosis: Psychotic Disorder" 

445-455 various CHoLR 9/92 forms 

453: staff goodbye notes - "Let people like you for you!" 

456-461 Discharge forms 9/28/92 

457 blood sucking 

During stay: "He did bite a male peer; however, this was in a fight type manner." 

457-58 "At the time of discharge, it was felt that Damien's behavior had stabilized to the point to 

where he no longer needed to remain in an acute care setting. He was not considered a danger to 

others at the time of his discharge. ... Damien has contracted that he will not attempt to harm 

anyone after the time of discharge." 

462-463 Inquisitor Inc forms 

464 Craighead County Juvenile Detention Center report by Joyce Cureton 

regarding Damien grabbing boy's arm and sucking blood. "The boys all stated he had been 

saying he had not taken his medication the night before, and he was about to 'go off on them'."He 

also told staff he had threatened to kill his father and eat him. 

465 memorandum on home study 

466-470 Intake Summary 8/17/92 Oregon 

467: Jerry Driver's belief that "Damien and several others of his associates are involved in a 

satanic cult. / Damien and his girlfriend were planning to have a child, so that they could offer it 

as a sacrifice to Satan. / The authorities in Arkansas suspect that Damien's parents are involved 

in this satanic belief system." 



469: "Damien denies any involvement in satanic cult or beliefs in Satanism. He expressed 

considerable displeasure with Mr. Driver in making such assertions. Damien did acknowledge a 

suicide pact that he and his girlfriend has made" 

471 Juvenile Compact Form (Oregon 8/13/92) 

472 Referral Communication Log 9/14/92 

Jerry Driver gives name of someone at Oregon hospital for consult 

473-483 forms, info releases 

484-85 Notebook pages, drawing and poems 

486-487 personal written statement 

488-493 questionnaires from hospital w handwritten responses 

-long term goal: "to own a new age shop" 

-people i'd like to meet: Anton Levay, Stephen King 

494-498 drawings, poems, stories 

499-500 CHoLR questionnaire 6/92 

501-507 info requests, release forms 

508-509 legal paperwork 


